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Abstract 
We use Nagata’s universal spaces and function space methods to give an alternative 
proof of recent theorems of Engelking concerning strongly countable-dimensional and 
locally finite-dimensional spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
Engelking [31 gave recently interesting characterizations of strongly countable- 
dimensional and locally finite-dimensional spaces (see Section 3; the definitions 
are given below). 
We shall discuss this, and some older results of Nagata, pursuing the following 
point of view: 
(a) the properties we are interested in are easy to verify for Nagata’s universal 
spaces, 
(b) the spaces we consider have enough embeddings into the Nagata universal 
spaces to transform the properties from the universal spaces to these spaces. 
We give the details of this approach in Section 2 and in Section 3 we apply these 
results to obtain an alternative proof of the theorems of Engelking. 
In the rest of this section we explain our terminology. 
Our terminology follows [1,4]. By dimension we mean the covering dimension 
dim. A space is (strongly) countable-dimensional if it is the union of countably 
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many (closed) finite-dimensional subspaces. A space is locally finite-dimensional if 
every point has a finite-dimensional neighbourhood. Note that a metrizable space 
X is locally finite-dimensional if and only if it is the union of countably many 
closed subspaces Xi, X,, . . . such that dim X, G n and X = lJ{Int X,: n = 
1, 2,. . . } (see [3, proof of Theorem 2.31). For an infinite cardinal number r, J(r) is 
the hedgehog space of spininess r (or the r-star space) i.e., the space obtained by 
identifying all zeros in the set lJ{l,: s E S}, where 1, = [O, 11 for s E S, and 
I S I = r, equipped with the metric 
a(x, Y) = 
( 
IX-Yl, if x, y belong to the same interval 1,) 
x+y, if x, y belong to distinct intervals. 
By 1, we denote the point 1 E I,, and a rational point in J(r) is a rational point of 
some 1,. A countable power J(rjw of J(r) is the universal space for all metrizable 
spaces of weight r (see [2, Example 4.1.5 and Theorem 4.4.91). In Jo we 
consider a complete metric p({xJ~=i, {y,}T=i) = C7=,2-‘(r(x,, yj>. By p,: .J(Q-)~ -+ 
J(r) we denote the projection onto the nth coordinate. For a space X, by 
C(X, J(r)O) we denote the space of all continuous mappings of X into J(r)” with 
the topology induced by the metric d(f, g> = sup{p(f(x), g(x)>: x E X}. By K,(r) 
(respectively, K,(r)) we denote the Nagata’s n-dimensional (respectively, count- 
able-dimensional) universal space being the subspace of J(TY” consisting of all 
points in J(rY” which have at most II (respectively, only finitely many) rational 
coordinates distinct from 0. 
2. Mappings into Nagata’s universal spaces 
The following theorem is a consequence of the results obtained in [S,9]: 
Theorem 2.1. For every metrizable space X of weight r the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) the space X is strongly countable-dimensional(respectively, locally finite-di- 
mensional 1, 
(ii) there exist closed subspaces X,, X,, . . . of X such that X = U IX,: n = 
1, 2,. . .) (respectively, X = lJ{Int X,,: n = 1, 2,. . .}> and a homeomolphic embed- 
ding h : X + J(T)” such that h(X,) c K,(T) for n = 1, 2,. . . , 
(iii) there exist closed subspaces XI, X,, . . . of X such that X = U IX,: n = 
1, 2,. . .} (respectively, X= U{Int X,: n = 1, 2,. . . I> and the set Z = {h : X+ 
J(r)O: h is an embedding such that h(XJ cK,(T) for n = 1, 2,. . .} is residual in the 
space C(X, J(TPI. 
Indeed, we have shown in [9] that a metrizable space X of weight T is strongly 
countable-dimensional if and only if the set of embeddings of X into K,(r) is 
residual in the space C(X, J(r)O). The proof of the “only if” part of this theorem 
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follows from Proposition 4.3 of [9] stating that for every n-dimensional closed 
subspace of the space X the set of mappings f : X+ J(T)” such that f(F) cK,(r) 
is residual in C(X, J(r)“‘) and from Proposition 3.4 of [81 stating that for a 
metrizable space X of weight T the set of homeomorphic embeddings of X into 
J(r)“’ is residual in C(X, J(TY”). These propositions yield immediately the above 
theorem. 
Let us derive from Theorem 2.1 the following result: 
Proposition 2.2. Let X be a metrizable space and let X1, X,, . . . and % satisfy 
condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1. Then for every sequence (A,, B,), (A,, B,), . . . of 
pairs of disjoint closed subsets of X there exist closed sets L,, L,, . . . such that Li is a 
partition between Ai and Bi and ord{Li nX,,: i E N} < n for n = 1, 2,. . . . 
Proof. Let {(Ai, B,): i = 1, 2,. . .} b e a sequence of disjoint closed subsets of X. It 
is easy to verily that for every i EN the set & consisting of all mappings 
f = (6) : X -+ J(rY” such that 
there exists ji EN and a positive number &i < 4 such that fji(Ai) c {x E 
J(T): LT(X, 0) < .ei} and fji(Bi) c {X EJ(T): o(x, lsi> < Ei} for some si E S 
is a dense open set in C(X, Jo). Thus there exists an embedding f : X+J(T>” 
belonging to %nn{q:i=1,2,...}. For every i=l,2,... let riEIsi be a 
rational point such that ei < a(ri, 1J < 2ei and ri, # riz if i, # i,. Then L,, L,, . . . , 
where Li = f-‘p,T’(ri) =&T1(ri), is a sequence of partitions for {(Ai, B,)}F=, such 
that ord{Li f’ X,: i E N} G n for IZ = 1, 2,. . . . 0 
We close this section with direct verification of the two well-known properties 
Of Nagata’s UniVerSd space K,(T). 
Proposition 2.3. There exists a metrizable space Z such that dim Z Q 0 and a closed 
mapping f : Z + K,(T) of Z onto the space K,(T) such that ord f I f-~(K,(T)) G 2”. 
Proof. Let g : C + I be the standard mapping of order 2 of the Cantor set C onto 
the interval I, i.e., g(x) = C7=,2-‘xi, where x = C7=,2.3-’ *xi and xi E (0, 1) (see 
[2, Exercise 3.2.B]). Put C(T) = {x E J(T): (+(x, 0) E C} and let Vg : C(T) + J(T) be 
the mapping of order 2 of C(T) onto J(T) which can be identified with g on 
corresponding spines. Let k = (VgY : C(T)” -+J(T)~ be the countable power of 
Vg. Put Z = k-l(K,(T>); then Z is zero-dimensional as a subspace of the Carte- 
sian product of countably many zero-dimensional spaces. The mapping f = k I Z is 
closed and ord f I f-~(K,(T)) < 2” for every n = 1, 2,. . . . q 
Proposition 2.4. In Jo there exists a u-discrete base ~8 such that for every 
n=1,2 , . . . , ord({Fr U: U ES@ I K,(T)) < n. 
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Proof. Let us represent the set of rational points different from 0 in J(T) as the 
union lJ Tj=rQij, where Qii are dense in J(r) and Qij n Qkr = fl if (i, j) # (k, I). 
Let us fix i EN. One can easily define a sequence {y: j = 1, 2,. . . , 2i-1} of 
open covers of J(r) such that Z;;: is a shrinking of q-r for j = 2, 3,. . . , 2i-’ and 
for every j= 1, 2,...,2i-1: 
mesh 7 < l/i, 
Yj = tq u q2, where the family ?Yjn is discrete for n = 1, 2, 
Fr U c Qij for every U E T and 
Fr UnFr V=fl forevery UEZ!~ andV’Egj2. 
Let f be any injective function from (1, 2)’ into the set {l,, . . ,2’-1}i such that 
for every j E (1,. . . , i}: if (k,, . . . , kJ =f<nr,. . . , IZJ, (k;, . . . , ki) =f(n;, . . . , n:>, 
where (~zr,. . . , n,) # <&, . . . , n’J but nj = ng then kj # kj (such a function f exists 
since for every IZ E 11, 2) there are exactly 2’-l sequences (n,, . . . , ni> E (1, 2}” such 
that nj = n). 
It is easy to see that for every (n,, . . . , n,> E {l, 2)’ the family 
5% 111 ,,,., nj= 
1’ 
hp;‘(q): qEZ$ forall j=l,..., i, 
j=l 
where (k, ,..., ki) =f(n, ,..., ni) 
is discrete. Then 9 = lJ {Bn,,., ,ni: i E N, (~zr, . . . , n,) E 11, 2}9 is a a-discrete base 
satisfying the required condition. Indeed, if a point x = (Xj)~=1 E K,(r) belongs to 
Fr U for some U ~a~~,, . .,lli then there exists j E 11,. . . , i} such that xj E Qij; since 
x has <n rational coordinates and the sets Qij are disjoint, x belongs to G IZ 
elements of a family {Fr U: U ~~259. 0 
3. Engelking’s characterizations of strongly countable-dimensional and locally 
finite-dimensional spaces 
Recently, Engelking [3] introduced the following notions and proved characteri- 
zations of strongly countable-dimensional and locally finite-dimensional spaces 
analogous to well-known characterizations of countable-dimensional spaces given 
by Nagata in [6,7] and Nagami and Roberts in [5]. 
A family {A,: s E S} of subsets of a topological space X is closedly (openly) 
point-finite if X can be represented as the union of a sequence X,, X2,. . . of 
closed (open) subsets such that ord{A, nx,: s E S} < 03 for II = 1, 2,. . . . 
A mapping f: 2 +X is of closedly (openly) finite order if X can be repre- 
sented as the union of a sequence X1, X2,. . . of closed (open) subsets such that 
ord f I f-‘(X,1 < m for IZ = 1, 2,. . . . 
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Theorem 3.1 [3]. For every metrizable space X the following conditions are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) the space X is strongly countable-dimensional (respectively, locally finite-di- 
mensional ), 
(ii) for euery sequence (A,, B,), (A2, B,), . . . of pairs of disjoint closed subsets 
of X there exist closed sets L,, L,, . . . such that Li is a partition between Ai and B, 
and the family {Li: i = 1, 2,. . . ) is closedly (openly) point-finite, 
(iii> the space X has a u-discrete base 9 such that the family {Fr U: U ES} is 
closedly (openly) point-finite, 
(iv) the space X is the image of a metrizable space Z such that dim Z G 0 under a 
closed mapping of closedly (openly) finite order. 
The difficult parts of Engelking’s proofs are implications (i) * (ii) and (iii) * (iv). 
Let us show now how one can get them from the results in Section 2. 
Alternative proof of Theorem 3.1. To show that (i) 2 (ii), suppose that X is a 
metrizable space satisfying the condition (i) and let (A,, B,), (A,, B2), . . . be a 
sequence of pairs of disjoint closed subsets of X. Let X1, X,, . . . be closed 
subspaces of X satisfying condition (iii) of Theorem 2.1. By Proposition 2.2, there 
exist closed sets L,, L,,. . . such that Li is a partition between Ai and Bj for 
every iEN and ord{L,nX,:iEN}<n for n=1,2,.... The family {Li:i= 
1, 2,...) is closedly point-finite (respectively, openly point-finite, if X = 
U z= ,Int XJ. 
To show that (i) * (iv) suppose that X is strongly countable-dimensional 
(respectively, locally finite-dimensional). By Theorem 2.1, (i) * (ii>, there exist 
closed subspaces X,, X,, . . . of X such that X= U t-,X,, (respectively, X = 
U z=,Int X,) and a homeomorphic embedding h : X + Jo satisfying h(X,) c 
K,(T) for every n EN. By virtue of Proposition 2.3, the space h(X) is the image of 
a zero-dimensional space Z, = f-l(h(X>> under the closed mapping f I Z, such 
that ord f I f-l(h(X,)> < 2” for n = 1, 2,. . . . It follows that X satisfies (iv). 
To conclude the proof of Theorem 3.1, we need to add proofs of simpler 
implications (ii> =j (iii), (iv) * (i) (as given in [3]) and (iii) * (i) (see [6, the proof of 
Theorem VI.11). 0 
Remark 3.2. Let us note that the implication (i) * (iii) in the above theorem can be 
derived also from Proposition 2.4. Indeed, if X is strongly countable-dimensional 
(respectively, locally finite-dimensional), then let us take subspaces X,, X,, . . . of 
X and an embedding h such as in Theorem 2.l(ii). Then, if 9’ is a base 
constructed in Proposition 2.4, the family {h-l(U): U CC%‘} forms a a-discrete base 
of X such that ord{Fr h-l(U): U EG’} I X, G n for every n EN, thus the family 
{Fr h-l(U): U CC%‘} is closedly (respectively, openly) point-finite and the condition 
(iii) is satisfied. 
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Let us note also that, since every countable-dimensional space is embedable in 
K,(T), Proposition 2.3 yields also a theorem of Nagata [61 stating that every 
countable-dimensional space is the image of a metrizable space Z such that 
dim Z G 0 under a closed mapping of finite order. 
Similarly, Proposition 2.4 shows that every countable-dimensional space has a 
a-discrete base Y such that the family (Fr U: U E %} is point-finite (a theorem of 
Nagata [61X 
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